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Preliminary Theorems of Elimination. 
1. No intersection of interior trisectors can lie 
at infinity. 
2. Of the intersections of exterior tr_isectors, only 
the intersection of the two non-adjacent trisectors 
can lie at infinity. 
3, Of the intersections of mnterior trisectors with 
exterior trisectors,only the intersection of a non-
adjacent interior with an adjacent exterior may lie 
at infinity. 
4. The two exterior trisectors non-adjacent to the 
hypotenuse of a right triangle are parallel. 
5, A triangle may be so constructed as to have a 
l 
maximum of 
(1) Six infinite points of intersection 
of type b 3 • 
(2) Two infinite points of type b 3 and 
one infinite point of type ci• 
Theorems of Elimination. 
1, Types of triangles which may have, in special 
cases,one vertex at infinity cannot be equilateral. 
2, Types of triangles which have as two vertices, 
·I 
points of type c 1 or b3 cannot be equilateral. 
3. Types of triangles which have as three vertices, 
points of types c2 and b3 cannot be equilateral. 
4, Types of triangles having two vertices within 
the original triangleABC and one vertex without, 
are non-equilateral. 
5. Elimination by consideration of special types. 
All but PRX of the interior triangles are 
n~n:..equilateral. 
(1) Geometrical diagram showing the 
number of triangles which may be 
formed by joining intersections of 
interior trisectors. 
(2) a. Proofs that three types are 
non-equilateral, 
b. Proof that one type is 
equilateral. 
1. Fallacy of the geometrical 
proof offered by A.H.Holmes 
and published in the American 
Mathematical Monthly,Dec. 1910. 
2. Proof by E.M.Morgan, 
published in the American Math. 
Monthly, June 1Q14. 
Proof that P'R'X' is equilateral. 
Table Calculating the Number o~ Triangles Remaining. 
Conclusion. 
Introduction. 
In this paper it is proposed to investigate the 
triangles formed by joining three points of intersection 
of the interior and the exterior trisectors of a given 
finite triangle. 
The following problem was proposed by Prof. Archibald 
of Brown University: "Let ABC be a triangle with AP and 
AR trisectors of angle BAC; BP and BX trisectors of angle 
ABC; CX and CR trisectors of angle ACB. Draw PR, RX 1 and 
PX; to prove that PRX is an equilateral triangle'! 
A geometrical solution of this problem was attempted 
by A.H.Holmes and published in the American Mathematical 
Monthly, Dec .Hao, and a trignometrical solution _by E.M. 
Morgan was published in the same magazine June 1914. 
It is our purpose to discuss the above problem and 
its solutions and to generalize them, Besides internal 
trisectors, external trisectors may be considered. By 
combining their points of intersection in various ways, 
a very large number of triangles may be obtained. Only 
one equilateral triangle has been found besides the one 
given in the problem by Archibald. Various methods of 
elimination are introduced to reduce the number of triangles 
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which can be equilateral. 
We will not consider triangles which have two 
vertices on the same trisector; nor triangles which 
have one vertex coincident with a vertex of the 
original triangle ABC. 
Ev~ry point of intersection of two trisectors 
belongs to one of the three sides of triangle ABC; 
tnat is, every point lies on only two trisectors which 
come from the extremities of one of the three sides. 
The points of intersection will be classified in 
this manner: 
1. Intersection of interior trisectors. 
a,. Both adjacent to their side. 
No. of points. 
b,· • One adjacent and one non-adjacent. 
(By a non-adjacent trisector is meant that 
an adjacent trisector lies between it and 
its side: e.g. Trisector (l),see Fig.2, is 
adjacent to AB and (2) is non-adja.cent to 
AB. This is reversed for side AC.) 
c,. Both non-adjacent. 
2. Intersection of exterior trisectors. 
a
2
• Both adjacent. 
bi• One adjacent and one non-adjacent. 
c
1







3. Intersection of interior with exterior trisectors. 
a 3 .Bo.th adjacent 2 
b
3 
.Interior non-adjacent and exterior adjacent 2 
c 3 .Interior adjacent and exterior non-adjacent 2 
d
3
.Both non-adjacent. _g_ 
Total number of points for a side 16 
As there are sixteen points for each side there 
are forty eight points in all. 
Notation: We shall use a, , b, , c, ; etc., to designate 
types of intersections of interior trisectors,- both 
adjacent to their sides,one adjacent and one non-adjacent, 
both non-adjacent. 
All triangles having for vertices, two or three 
points of intersection which belong to the same side of 
the triangle ABC, will not be considered. 
In this paper we have investigated only the case 
where the given .triangle ABC is finite. 
The triangle ABC having an infinite vertex offers 
an interesting field of work. 
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Table of Alignment. 
It has been found very convenient to have a table 
indicating at a glance which vertices are on the same · 
trisector and which are not. 
This is what we have called a table of alignment 
and is given below. 
The following notation is used for figures 1,2,3. 
Each point of intersection lies on the two trisectors 
indicated by the first row and the first column. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 • 2' 3' 4' 5' (}' 
l A A M N 0 p A A M, N, o, P, 
2 A A R s T J A A R, s, T,, J, 
3 M R c c K L Ml. Ri. c c K, L, 
4 N s c c x z Nl.. s'l. c c x, z, 
5 0 T K x B B 02. Tl. Kl. xl. B B 
6 p J L z B B Pi J 2. L,_ zl.. B B 
1' A A :NLl. N). ol. p:L A A M' N' O' P' 
t)' 
Q A A R,_ Si T 2. Ji A A R' S' T' J' 
3' M, R, c c Ki L:i. M' R' c c K' L' . 
4' N, s, c c x 7. z:i.. N' S' c c X' Z I . 
5' o, T, K, x, B B o• T' K' X' B B 
6' P, J, L, z, B B P' J' L' Z' B B 
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Classification of the Points of Intersection 
in Columns by Types and in Rows by the Sides to 
Which They Belong. 
This table is to aid in elimination. All triangles 
having two or three vertices on the same trisector are 
to be omitted. 
By the preliminary theorems of elimination,certain 
points may become infinite. By the theorems of elimination 
we may' eliminate certain types of intersections as 
vertices of our triangles. 
By this table we see, for example, that X is the 
intersection of the trisectors 4 and 5 which are both 
interior trisectors adjacent to their side BC. 
Interior Exterior 
2adj. ladj. 2non-adj. 2adj. ladj. 2non-adj. 
lnon-adj. lnon-adj. 
a, b., c. al b.2. C:z. 
BC x K L X' K' L' 
1;5 3S" '3b l.\'S' ~·s' '3'1o' 
z Z' 
"'"' \\'~ AC R M N R' IvI' N' 
2.3 \'3 lit 'J!3' 11 '!1 H't' 
s S' 
2.'t 2.''t' 




Exterior and Interior. 
2 adj. 1 exterior adj. 1 ext. non-adj. 2 non-adj. 
as b3 c.3 d3 
BC x. K Kl. L 









AC R, M, Mi N, 
2.°3' 11' \'3 ·~· 
Rl. sl. s, N 
211 :1'4- 2.'\' 
,.~ 2. 
AB P, J, J T 
lb1 lt.: "J!l.1. 15'' 
p , .... '- 0 11S4 0 \S' \ T 2.'5'l. 
Theorems Preliminary to the Theorems of Elimination. 
Theorem 1. 
No intersection of interior trisectors can lie at 
infinity. 
Obviously all these points lie winhin the original 
finite triangle ABC. 
Theorem 2. 
Of the intersections of exterior trisectors, only 
the intersection of the two non-adjacent trisectors can 
lie at infinity. There are three possible types to 




a :t• Two adjacent exterior trisec·tors must intersect. 
I 
I C I Proof: Let AB be'a side of 
triangle ABC,and AK and BL the 
two exterior adjacent trisectors. 
If .AK and BL are parallel, 
r = 1so: 
Then 3(oe. --r ~) = 540: 
But 3ot-r 3 ft-A +B = 360: 
• ... 3 ( ol.. -r r ) < 540~ and .AK cannot be parallel to BL. 
bL. An adjacent and a non-adjacent exterior 
trisector must intersect. 





parallel lines AI\ and BL be 
the adjacent and the non-
adjacent exterior trisectors 
respectively, 2~ must be the 
obtuse angle, for otherwise 
the other trisector at B 
would fall on the other side of AB and cut angle 
B.till:: i.e. AK would not be the trisector adjacent 
to AB. 
If AK is parallel to BL, 
d.+2~ = lso: 
3ol..T"A = 1so: 
3ot -t-3 r = 540~180°+B = 360~+B, 
But as 3 ( ol -t- r ) 1- A+ B = 360: 
3 (a( -Tr ) > 360° is impossible. 
30i-B=l8o: 
3 o<..+6 f = 540° 
B -f. O. 
cl. + 2 f3 ~ 1so: and .AK ancl BL must intersect. 
c 1 • Two non-adjacent trisectors may be parallel, 
Proof: Let AB be a side of 
A 
L 
triangle ABC, and AK and BL 
be the two non-adjacent 
trisectors. If AK is parallel 
to BL, 2o<.. -t 213 = lao: 
3( o(i-J3) = 270: 
ll 
3( ck -t- (3) + A+ B = 360° if o(. and f3 < 60: 
Therefore it is possible to construct a triangle 
with one side having two non-adjacent trisectors 
parallel. 
A + B = 360~-270° = go: :.angle c =go: 
It is impossible, therefore, to have the non-
adjacent trisectors of more than one side parallel 
if triangle ABC is finite. 
Therefore only the intersection of two non-adjacent 
trisectors of the intersections of exterior trisectors 
can lie at infinity. 
Theorem 3. 
Of the intersections of interior trisectors with 
exterior trisectors, only the intersections of type b 
may, in a special case, become infinite. 
A 
There are the four possible types to consider, a 3 , 
a 3 • An adjacent exterior and an adjacent interior 
trisector must intersect if ABC is finite. 
may be parallel if one vertex is infinite. 
~ Proof: Let AB be a side of 
triangle ABC, and let AK and BL 
be the adjacent interior and 
exterior trisectors respectively. 
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Draw CB making an angle of 2~ with BL. As AK and 
BL are parallel, angle KAB equals r· 
Draw AC' making an angle of 2 p with AK. 
AC is then parallel to BL. 
The third vertex C lies at infinity and we 
see that no finite triangle may have an adjacent 
exterior and an adjacent interior trisector 
parallel. 
b 3 • A non-adjacent interior and an adjacent 
exterior trisector may be parallel. 
AC will malce an 
with BL. 
Proof: Let AB be a side of 
triangle ABC, having two 
parallel lines AK and BL as 
the non-adjacent interior and the ~ 
adjacent exterior trisectors 
respectively. 
angle ci... with AA, and BC an angle 2 p' 
The angle c = 3 d-- = 3/2r' 
Therefore the non-adjacent interior and the adjacent 
exterior trisectors, of an equal side of an isosceles 
triangle are parallel. 
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c3 • An adjacent interior and a non-adjacent 
exterior trisector must intersect. 
1\_ 






Proof; Let AB be a side of 
,. triangle ABC, having the two 
I 
parallel lines AK and BL as 
\/a its adjacent interior and non-
~-'-~~~~--:--:-~~ 
\ 
' ', /_, 
' ' \ 
\ \ /c 
\ 
adjacent exterior trisectors, 
respectively. 
The side BC must mak,.e an 
angle = ar' With BL. 
As AK is the adjacent interior trisector, it 
will make an angle of 4~' with the side AC. 
But if AC makes an angle wfth AK. greater than 
~' it must cut BC on the side of AB which will 
make AK an exterior trisector and BL interior, 
contrary to the hypothesis. 
Therefore an adjacent interior and a non-
adjacent exterior trisector cannot be parallel. 
d~. An interior non-adjacent and an exteri?r 
non-adjacent trisector must intersect if triangle 
may be parallel if a vertex 
ABC is finite. 
of triangle ABC is infinite. 
Proof: Let AB be a side of triangle ABC,having parallel 
lines AK and BL as the interior non-adjacent and 
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the exterior non-adjacent 
trisectors respectively. 
BC will make an angle p' with 
BL, and AC an angle 
But c(: ~' 
with AK. 
As AC and BC are parallel, C 
lies at infinity. Only the 
triangle with one infinite 
vertex has a point of type d 3 at infinity. 
Therefore if triangle ABC is finite, all 
points of intersection of type d are finite. 
Therefore of the intersections of interior 
trisectors with exterior trisectors, only the inter-




The two exterior trisectors non-adjacent to the 
hypotenuse of a 
/, L 
/ 
I / _..,M 
~ / B' - - ,,.... -- - I 
/" _r_ -- -




right triangle are parallel. 
/ 
Given any right triangle ABC, 





trisectors BL and AK non-
adjacent to the hypotenuse AB, 
are parallel. 
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Proof: Any exterior angle equals the sum of the two 
opposite interior angles. 
· 3oc' -r 3p' = 2C + E\ + L.!3 = 3 right angles. 
· 2 ( ol1 -t F') = 180° and BL is parallel to AK. 
Q.E.D. 
Theorem 5. 
A triangle may be so constructed as to have a 
maximum of 
l. Six infinite points of intersection of type b3 • 
or 2. One infinite point of type c1 , and 
two infinite points of type b3 • 
l. A triangle may be so constructed as to have the 
~aximum number,six, of infinite points of type b3 • 
Proof: By Theorem 3, the intersection of an 
interior trisector non-adjacent to, and an exterior 
trisector adjacent to an equal side of an isosceles 
triangle, lies at infinity. 
From the symmetry of the isosceles triangle, 
there will be two infinite points of this kind. 
As the equilateral triangle may be regarded as 
triply isosceles, there will be six infinite points 
of type b3 • 
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2. A triangle may be constructed so as to have 
the maximum number, three, of infinite points, 
two of type b 3 and one of type c~. 
Proof: 
By combining the requirements for infinite 
points given in Theorems 2 and 3, we have the 
isosceles right triangle. 
The triangle ABC, Figure 2, 
and LB = Go". 
has L.f1. = & = 45° ' 
There are two infinite points of type b3 , 
(as triangle ABC is isosceles; see Preliminary 
Theorem 3,b3 ); and there is one infinite point 
of type c2 , (as triangle ABC is right; see 
Preliminary Theorem 2,c 1 .) 
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Theorems of Elimination. 
Theorem l. 
Types of triangles which, in special cases, may 
have one vertex at infinity cannot be equilateral. 
Proof: If two vertices are finite and the third 
lies at infinity we should have a triangle with one 
side finite in length and two sides infinite in 
length. 
Therefore the triangle cannot be equilateral. 
Theorem 2. 
_Types of triangles which have as two vertices, 
points of type c 1 or b 3 cannot be equilateral. 
(Triangle ABC must be finite) 
Proof: From Preliminary Theorems 2 and 3, we 
see that there are only two types of points of inter-
section which can be made to lie at infinity: I.e. ~ 
and b3 • 
If we can show that one triangle of each type is 
non-equilateral., ·we can conclude that the type is non-
equilateral. 
We must consider all possible types having two 
vertices which, in a special case, may become infinite. 
We have the following possible types to consider: 
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1. Type c:z.. c.2.x, 
2. Type b 3 b3 x, 
3. Type c;i. b3 x, where x represents an arbitrary 
point. 
l. Type c J.. c,_ x is not equilateral. 
In order for c1 to. become infinite triangle 
ABC must be right by Preliminary Theorem 2,c~. 
Construct an arbitrary right triangle. All 
points but one of type c~ will be finite. 
Therefore a triangle of type cic~x is non-
equilateral. 
2, Type b3 b5 x is non-equilateral. 
In order for b 3 to become infinite triangle 
ABC must be isosceles, by Preliminary Theorem 3,b3 • 
Construct an arbitrary isosceles triangle 
ABC. All but two points of type b 3 will be finite. 
If b'b"x were always equilateral 
e. ::·.:.-:,-- ~the angle at x would equal eo: 
.... ' ...... .... \;-J 
~:- To connect x with b; and b~' we 
_L(,~raw lines parallel to the 
~;:----:>,~- _- j 'directions in which b: and b~ 
~~B~~~~~-~~--'~A::-:::_- go to infinity, namely parallel 
to· BL and AK. 
Then J.(. = 2o(. or 180 ° - 2ol, 
asf1C # 60: triangle b~b~x is not equilateral. 
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3. Type c2 b3 x is non-equilateral. 
Construct an arbitrary right triangle. 
The c 1 alone will be infinite. 
Triangles c1 b 3 x are non-equilateral. 
Therefore types of triangles which have as two vertices 
points of type c~ or b~ cannot be equilateral. 
Q.E.D. 
Theorem 3. 
Types of triangles having as vertices points of 
type c 2 or b3 , are non-equilateral. 
The following include all such possible types,-
1 • Type c 1 c~ c 1. , 
2 • Type b3 b 3 b 3 '· 
3 • Type c,_ c:i. b 3 , 
4. Type c;i b3 b3 , 
1. Type c~c~ci is non-equilateral. 
In order that a point of type c~ be infinite 
triangle ABC must be right. 
A finite triangle can have only one right ~ngle. 
Construct an arbitrary right triangle. 
Only one point, of type c~, is infinite. 
Therefore c2 cic~is non-equilateral. 
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2. Type b3 b3 b 3 is non-equilateral. 
In order that a point of type b3 be infinite 
triangle ABC must be isosceles. 
Construct an arbitrary isosceles triangle. Only 
two points, of type b 3 , are infinite. 
By Theorem 2, type b~b3 x is non-equilateral. 
Therefore type b3 b3 b 3 is non-equilateral, as it is 





3. Type c2 c2 b 3 ls non-equilateral. 
This is a special case of type c~b3 x, or of 
type c:i. c'.l. x. 
4. Type c~ba b3 is non-equilateral. 
This may be regarded as a special case of 
type c4 b3 x, or of type b3 b3 x. 
Therefore types of triangles having as vertices, points 
of type c~ or b

































































All types of triangles having two vertices within 
the original triangle ABC and one vertex without are 
non-equilateral. 
Proof: 
For the ~hird vertex, without triangle ABC, we 
must consider the seven types of points, a 2 , b1 , c~, 
a 3 , b 3 , c3 , and d 3 • 
We have already shown that points of types c~ 
and b 3 may become infinite. In Preliminary Theorems 2 
and 3, we saw that as an angle of triangle ABC approaches 
zero, points of types a and d approach infinity. 
Therefore types of triangles having two vertic.es within 
triangle ABC and one vertex without, of type c~, a 3 , b 3 , 
or d 3 are non-equilateral. 
To show that points of types ai, b~, or c 3 as the 
third vertex will not form equilateral triangles we 
shall consider the special case where triangle ABC is 
isosceles and right. See Figure s. 
All twelve interior points lie within a square 
of area a/4. 
Drop a perpendicular from E', the mid-point of 
AR', to BC and one from Q' to AB. EE' is the locus of 
a~l points equidistant from B and c. Therefore it 
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includes the points K and s. 
QQ' is the locus of all points equidistant from 
A and B. Therefore it passes throu~h J and M. 
The join of any two points within our aqua.re 8:/4 
must be less than af2. 
If we join M and S to B we will form an angle of 
eo: (Triangle ABM and triangle BCS are isosceles, 
having base angles of 15: Therefore angle MBS = 60:) 
As Mand S are symmetrically situated, BM= BS, 
and triangle BMS ls equilateral. 
Then MSR' cannot be equilateral as R' is at a 
greater distance than B from MS. (Distance of B from 
MS is a/ill and the distance of R from MS is a/@) 
To form an equilateral triangle, R' must be 
joined to two interior points which are symn1etrically 
situated with respect to BR', the line of symmetry. 
J,K; P,X; z,o; L,T are impossible as MR'S< eo: and 
these points all lie within this angle. 
nTherefore type a~ as a third verteE will not give 
an equilateral triangle. 
Type bi as a third vertex will not give an equi-
lateral triangle when combined with two interior points. 
M', for example, is over b distance to any interior 
point. We would have a triangle with two sides greater 
than ban~ one side less than a-{2 (orb). 
Type c 3 will not give an equilateral triangle. 
K1 , for example, when joined to any point above BKi 
forms an angle with BK1 at K1 which is less than 30~ 
K~ joined to S forms an angle less than 30° with BK~. 
Therefore the angle at K1 of the triangle formed by 
joining Ki to two interior points is less than eo: 
Therefore as. the triangle cannot be equilateral, 
the type is non-equilateral. 
The~efore all types of triangles having two 
vertices within the original triangle ABC and one 





Elimination by consideration of special types. 
l. Type a,a~ai is non-equilateral. 
Under type a a a vre have three possible triangles, 
XR'P! RX'P! and PX'R! {See page 7 or any figu.re) 
By an independent proof we will show that P'X'R' 
is equilateral. Then angle P'X'R'= R'P'X'=P'R'X'= 60. 
As Xis within triangle P'R'X! angle P'XR' 60, and 
triangle P'XR' is non-equilateral. In the same way 
triangles RX'P' and PX'R' may be proved non-equilateral. 
In like manner we can show that types (x,a1 a~) are 
non-equilateral. x,= a,, b,, or c,. 
2. The follov;ing types of triangles:- a, a, b, ; 
a,a,c,; a 1 b 1 c 1 ; b,b,b,; a 1 c 1 c 1 ; b,c,c,; a 1 a2.b1 ; a:i.b1 b1 ; 
a:i.a 2 c2 ; b2 b2 b~; aib2 c1 ; and b 2 c1 c1 , are not to be 
considered as each triangle of these types has two 
vertices on the same trisector. See also pages s,22. 
By the complete investigation of interior triangles we 
find that only the types a, a, a,, a, b, b,, b, b, c., and c, c, c, 
are possible. By exactly the same method, we c~n prove 
that the tPiane;les formed by intersections of exterior 
trisectors fall into four types. In both cases only the 
types a,a, a, and a~a~a~ are equilateral. Every type may 
be tested out by one or more methods employed in this paper. 
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All but Triangle PRX, the only Triangle of 
Type (a,a1 a 1 ), of the Interior Triangles 
Are Non-Equilateral. 
l a. Geometrical Diagram Showing the Number of 
Triangles Which May Be Formed by Joining 
Intersections of the Interior Trisectors. 
b. Classification of the Eight Interior Triangles. 
2 a. Table of Trignometric Values. 
b. Type 1 is Non-Equilateral. 
c. Type 2 is Non-Equilateral. 
d. Type 3 is Non-Equilateral. 
e. Type 4 is Equilateral. 
(1) Fallacy of the Geometrical Proof 
Offered by A.H.Holmes. 
(2) Proof by E.M.Morgan. 
Extension of this Work to the Corresponding 
Exterior Triangle P'R'X', the only Triangle of 
Type a 1 a:i. a:i.. 
l, Proof that Triangle P'R'X' is Equilateral. 
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Geometrical Diagram Showing the Number of 
Triangles Which May Be Formed by Joining 
Intersections of Interior Trisectors. 







l a 3 
A A M 
A A R 
M R C 
N S C 
0 T K 
p J L 
4 5 6 
N 0 P 
S T J 
C K L 
c x z 
X B B 
Z B B 
.Any of the twelve points M, N, o, P, R, s, T, 
J, K, L, X, Z lies on two trisectors. It, therefore, 
cuts out six other collinear points leaving a choice 
of five points for the second vertex. Of these five 
points all will cut out four collinear points which 
have not been eliminated by M; but one of the five will 
cut out a fifth point leaving no point for a third 
vertex, as s. The four remaining points will be 
paired for the second and third vertices. 
Therefore with M as one vertex there are two 
possible triangles. As there are four points to each 
line, the total number of possible triangles is eight. 
The triangles are XlrrX, MZT, NJK, ORZ, OLS, PRX, PSK, 
and LNT. 
These eight triangles are of four types as is 
readily seen when they are written in the notation 
suggested in the introduction in the classification 
of the points of intersection. 
OZR (b, b, a, ) Type 1. 
SKP (b, b,a,) " 
IvIJX (b, b, a, ) II 
JKN (b, b,c,) Type a. 
OSL (b~ b, c, ) II 
IviZT (b, b, c, ) " 
NLT (c,c,c,) Type 3. 
PRX (a, a, a, ) Type 4. 
In testing out these eight triangles to see 
which are equilateral, it will be necessary to test 
only one triangle from each of the four types. 
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Table of Trignometric Values Used Constantly 
in the Following Proofs. 
{2-'3 
sin 15° = cos ?50 = 2 
75°:: 
~a+cr 








cos sin 60 = 2 
l 
sin 45° = cos 45° = {2 
{).-cos A 
sin:o.1/2 A= j: 2 
cos 1/2 A = :t ~ 
sin( 1i ±A) =/:\:cos A 
. cos ( ~ ±A) =+sin A 
sin( TI :tA) ==t=sin A 
cos( 1\ ±A) = -cos A 
a= b:i.+c.,._- 2bc cos A 
~ = sin A 
b sin B 
Type l is Non-Equilateral. 
If we can prove that one triangle of this type 
is non-equilateral we know that the type is non-
equilateral. 
We will prove triangle ORZ non-equilateral when 
triangle ABC is isosceles and right. 
If triangle ORZ is equilateral, OZ = RZ. See Fig. 1,2,3. 
oz~= BZ 1 + B01 - 2BZ. BO cos ZBO 
RZ~= CZ 2 i- RC~- 2CZ·RC cos RCZ 
a sin 15() 
BZ = BO = sin 75° ' 
sin 60° 
CZ = a sin 75° 
2a sinJ.15° 
sin'-75° 
.l. l.. 0 0 2a sin 15 cos 30 
sin2.. 75° 
' CR = 




b'" sin '-16° 
sin'-30° 
2ab sin 60°sin l~cos l~ 
sin 75°sin 30° 
Sa~ 2- f3 ( 3 ' 3 ( f3 -f6 1 ·2tf3 -4- 1- 2) = a+i3 + 2 2- 3) - 6 · 2-CT 
Reducing, 4(1-tf3) = i 12-613 (2+f3). 
But 52 :r -2613 • 
•• OZ t RZ and triangle ORZ is non-equilateral • 
•• type 1 is not equilateral. 
Q.E.D. 
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Type 2 is Non-Equilateral. 
To test this type we will choose any one of the 
three triangles OSL, JKN, or MZT, and prove that it 
is not equilateral. 
Let triangle ABC be an isosceles right triangle. 
If triangle OSL is equilateral, 
OS~= OA~+Asl.- 2 OA·As cos OAS 
SL'-= scl.+LC1 - 2 SC·LC cos SCL 
sin 60° a---OA = s in 7 5 ° = a 13 · ~ 2- CT 
sin 30° 
OS = SL. 
AS = b sin 45° =a cos OAS = "3 cos 30° = 2 
b Sin 15<> -{fiN 
af2-f3 15°= -SC = sin 45° = cos SCL = cos 2 
a sin 60° a~ 
LC = sin 90° = 2 
If OS~= SL, 
3a'"" 
4 -
aif3 ·\2 -t'ra ·{IL-{3 
2 . -
Reducing, we have 109 = 60 i3 . 
•• OS~ SL, and triangle OSL is not equilater~l. 
An interesting case is this; when triangle ABC is 
isosceles and right, triangle JKN is equilateral • 
•• type 2 is non-equilateral. 
Q.E.D. 
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Type 3 is Non-Equilateral. 
To test this type we will choose the triangle 
LNT of this type. 
Let triangle ABC be isosceles and right. 
If t~iangle LNT is equilateral, 
LT'.L= BL:i.t-BT:i- - 2BL·BT cos f 
NT'l.= AN~AT'-- 2AN·AT cosd-
a sin 30<»_ a 
BL = sin Q0° - 2 , a sin 30° 2 BT= sin 90° =a I 
b sin 30°_ J2 
AN = sin 60° - a~3 
~; ' 
c sin 60° af3 
AT = sin goQ = -a-
if LT:>-= NT2.. . . ' 
al. al.. a2 CT 1 2 i 3 
4-t-4-a4·9=a3-a4-
Reducing, 2 = 3f3, and LT ~NT. 
Therefore as triangle LNT is not equilateral in 
this special case when triangle ABC is isosceles and 
right, it cannot be equilateral in the general case. 
Q,.E.D. 
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The Only Triangle of Type 4 is Equilateral. 
The following geometrical solution of the 
problem proposed by R.C.Archibald of Brown 
University, was offered by A.H.Holmes and published 
in the American Mathematical Monthly, Dec. 1g10, 
Vol.17, No.12, 
Let ABC be a triangle with AE and AF trisectors 
of BAO; BF and BD of ACB; and CE and CD of ACB • 
. Draw DE, DF, and EF. Triangle DEF is equilateral. 




AF, cutting AE in G. 
I \ 
I \ / 
I x/ 
Take on AF, AH = DG. 
'f / 
F ..r>-·,,' 'V 
/ .-~ ...... ---/ 1 ..... •• \ ..._. 
~-(.-·· .:. .. , .. · -- < ' ' 
)I ~- ' ' 
Then &DH =!]!AF = 1/3 t13AC. 
Suppose triangle GED be 
/ ....... t:. -· ' 
// -·-,... 1 \~ -·- - :_ .... _ _.... r.. moved so that GE is collinear 
A;~ , -~ 
with AF and point E is at F. Then since DG is parallel 
to AF, and LEAF = I.FAE, DG will be parallel to AB • 
.... triangles DEG and AFB are similar and ~DG = LABF = 
1/3LABC. (The proof fails at this point. Trmangle DEG 
has not been proved similar to triangle AFB) 
Similarly @)H = 1/3 @.CB. 
:. EDF= 1/3(ABC-t-ACB+BAC) = eo: 
In like manner LDEF = eo: 
:. triangle DEF is equilateral. 
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The Only Triangle of Type 4 is Equilateral. 
Triangle PRX is equilateral. 
(Original proof by E.M • 
. Morgan was shortened by 
Prof .S.L.Lefschetz) 
Given the triangle ABC 
angles trisected.· 
Prove that the triangle is equilateral, whose 
vertices are the intersections of trisectors adjacent 
to the sides a, b, c. 
Construct CX' = CX. Then RX = RX' 
'RX'""= AR1 i-AX''l- - 2AX' AR cosol 
RX2. = AR~+(b-CXt - 2AR(b-CX) cosol.. 
RX1.-PR:4= (b-cxt -AP'2. -SAR cosoc· (b-CX-AP) 
= (b-CX-AP) {b-CX +AP-2AR cosoq • 
~ But CX = sin(f ,_"'{) , 
a sin 3~ 
c = sin 3ol, 
a sin 3-t 
b = sin 3d... , 
b ·Siny 
AR = sin { ol:+y) 
If (b-CX -t-AP-2AR cosoC) = 0, RX'l. - PR1.. = 0, or RX = PR. 
a sin ~ c sin~ 2sin y cosol b 
b-CX-t-AP -2AR cosol = {b - sin(p4-y)+ sin(c1.. ~)- sin(cL-ty) 
\ f 2sin )' cosij.. 1 c sin~ a sin (3 l 
= b Lll- sin{ol-t)) > - sin(d..i"j~) - sin(131ry)J 
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b sin(ol.-tJ) - 2sinycoso(t c sin~ a sin fi 
= . sin{ol-t/) sin(ci_-rr) - sin( r;y) 
b sin~o(-1) c sin p a sin~ = sino<.+'f) + sin(ot.+j3)- sin(~t1) 
as sin(cZ+-,) - 2 sin-y·cosci. = sin(cX-)'). 
a sin3 f3 sin~cl-J) a sin 3J sin~ - a sin e = sin3ot sin o(;.y) + sin3~sin{rt..t-}3) sin{r4-r) 
a \sin 3{3 sin(oc-y) t sin 3{ sin p _ sin 3c.(_ sin@ 
= sin30C. L s'fn(o(--tj) sin o(_-tp} sin(rrr) I 
As sin 39 = 3 sin9 - 4 sin3 S, 
. 3 
sin 3 r3 = sin 3 (cl. i-j) = 3 sin(~-ry) - 4 sin (ci:\-)') • 
=si~3ot ~in(o(-)') l3-4si:rl{cJ .. cty}} -sin~ l3-4sill(o(;. ?)-3t4sir?'( p-ty>1) 
a \ / f 1 ~ (.1-cos2(o<.-tf3~ _ l-cos2(@-t-J})\ =sin3o(l_Sin{oi.-r) l 3-4sin(c:L--tl')J -4sinf 1 2 / 2 ' JJ 
.=si~3o(_ ~in(«--y) \3-4siri(oL -ry)-2sinr lcos2 (pty )-cos2 (ol-tf~J 
As cos(A - B) - cos(A + B) = 2 sinA·sinB 
If A =ol+2~-t}'. 
B = 01..--y 
A-B = 2o<.. i-2f. 
A-B = 2 p-t- 2 l . 
cos(A - B) - cos(A-tB) =a sinA·sinB. 
= l'!i~ 3o( l_ sin(ol-')') l 3-4 sin,_ (ol.:t y~ - 2 sin f {cos 2 Cp-t•/)-
- cos 2 (ol -t p>} j. 
= si~ 3:)(.. ~in(ot.-"f){ 3-4sir:(c;..-ry~ -4sinp ~in(o(-y )sin(o(-t2 p-tr>5] 
a sin(o<.-X) [ ~ = sin 3ol 3-4sin!L(cX.-tr)- 4sin~ sin(ci..+2fi--Y)J • 
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a sin(ct.-1 ) r ~ :-il = sin 3d.. L l + 211- 2sin'l. (ot+y)- 2sinr· sin(d.-t 2~+] )JJ. 
But 1-2sin~(ol~]) = cos 2(d..~y) and 
-2s1n ~-a in L2 ~-t(oL-t-r>J = 2 l cos c 31~-to1..--1'f)-cos r· cos (cl- -t:<p +-r~ 
a sin(ol-:):l r ~\ 
= sin 3ct. L 1t2 tcos2(.::L..+T)t2cos(ol+3ftr)-2cosr·cos(J..-t~r+r)SJ 
As cos 2(ol-\l). -t Scos(cX.t3r+/)-2cosp· cos(ol-t2f -tr) 
= cos ( 120° -2 f) + 2cos ( 60" t-2f )- 2cos r· cos ( 60°-t f) 
for ol t~ +-y = 60°. 
But 2cos~. cos { 60~ + p) = cos ( 2 f t60) -;- cos 60: as 
2cos~· cos ( eo·-rr > = 2cos ~ l cos r·cos60-sin ~ sin eo'l= 
=(cos 2p~l)cos 60°-sin2~·sin 60°= cos(2ft6d)tcoseo: 
• • cos ( 120t) -2~) -t 2cos ( 601-2~)- 2cos~· cos ( 60°+ f) = 
= cos(120° -2f)+ 2cos(60-t-2~)- cos(60°-r2~)- cos 60° 
= cos( 120b -2p)-cos l_1so~ ( 60° -t 2f )} - cos 60° 
= ·cos< 120" -2 f )- cos ( 120° -2r }-1/2 = -1/2. 
a sin(d.-_:U \ :-\ 
:. sin 3ol Ll-t2(-1/2)J = o. 
2... ~-
•• factor (b-CX -t AP -2AR co sot:) , and RX -PR = o, or 
RX = PR. 
In like manner PX = RX = PR. 
:. triangle PRX is equilateral. 
Q.E.D. 
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All but Triangle P'R'X', the Only Triangle 
of Type (a~a~a~) of the Intersections of 
Exterior Trisectors Are Non-Equilateral. 
The geometrical diagram showing the number of 
triangles which may be formed by joining intersections 
of interior trisectors will, by adding primes to the 
notation, exactly fit the case of the exterior trisectors. 
The eight triangles which may be formed by joining 
intersections of exterior trisectors, will followrithe 
same classification into the _four types. 
By exactly the same method the first three types 
'may be proved non-equilateral. 
The proof that triangle P'R'X! the only triangle 
of type 4, {a~a~a 1 ), is similar to that given for 
triangle PRX. 
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PRX is an equilateral triangle. 
Extend AC and let CX,= CX 
Triangles eR.t1: and CRX, are 
equal, as Rex = ROX I 
(Two sides and included angle 
of one are equal to two sides 
\ 
\ ,and included angle of the other) 
~·,. 
a· AR(b +ex,) cos ex. 
RX = RX' 
PR~= AR2 -+AP1.- 2 AR A:E cos(A + 2o<.). 
cos (A -t 2ct) = cos (lT- cl) = -cosc<. 
ro('--PR~ = (b ;-ext -AP1 -2.A.R· cos d.,· (b -+ex -tAP) 
= (b -tex -tAP )(b +ex - AP - 2AR· cos cl.) 
a sin f3 
ex = sin( f +1> , c sin /3 A:P = sin( oLlrf) , b siny AR = sin(ol+-j} , 
a : i~ ~ = a sin 3 P, b = sin 3 bl., 
If (b TeX - AP - 2 AR cosoc) = O, 
a sin 3y 
c = sin 3 ol 
RX= PR. 
2b-cosct.·sin+ ta sinB 
·b ;-CX -J..:P -2 ·.AR· COSo(. = b - Sin(ot+-y) Sin(rft)-
( 
2 siny cos~ c siniJ a sin f3 
= b 1- sin(o(:t-/)F sin(o.:-p)t sin(fT/) 
b sin(cl.-y) _ c sin f3 + a sin 




a sin 3 ~ sin~d..-)'.~ _ a sin 3y sin 11- a sin f3 
= sin 3~ sin oe.+1 sin 3 oLsin(f-t-r)+ sin( p-t/) 
= s~n 3ol ~in(oZ-'() {3-4sin°1<1..+--f)1-sinf [¢-4si:rl( ~-q )-¥t 
+4 sin (r;( -r 13)} ). 
= Bi~3ol ~in(c(.-"'() l3-4sin ,_ (<l+ -y)) t4Binp lsin 1. ( f-t)' )-sin (IJ( t-~~ 
= s~n3ol ~in(d..-")' >{ f 3-4siii(DL -i--y~ T4 sinr· sin(oe-ra ~t-")'~ 1. 
a sin{~-1) \. ~ i) = -·sin 3 d.. L 1 + 211- 2sin'.l. ( c~:i-1) t 2 sin r sin( cl.. T 2 f t7)~1 
But l-2sin 2. {ol t-)') = cos 2 (ci_ -\-)'), and 
2sin ~·Bin( 2 f-t "'-t"'() = -2 ~COS (3 f +v..-t-y)-cos r·cos (c(-tll~--\-'f ~ 
a sin(ct.-1) r f ~ = sin 3c( L l ;- :a Lcos2(<k+y )-2cos(ot-i-sp-t1)'12cosf cos (ci.:t 2~-1-y~j 
a sin(o(.-1) \ · 
= sin 3 oL L 1 ;- a· cos2 {cl..-t-f)- 2 cos (ci.t3r3 t/) -
) 
-2 cos (d.t3r-r"'j) -r 4 cos p. cos (olta p-t 1, 
As -cos(d..:-3r-r1)+2cosr cos(o1..-;-2p+--f) = cos(c(.+p-t1) 
a s in(ol.-1) r = sin 3 r:A. L 1 -t 2cos2 {ci -r-y )-2cos (ci. +s~ +y) + 2 cos (a.-r r-r1) 
But 21':-3c(.-3r = 3 f, cos 9 = cos ( 2n- 8) , 
cos(<X.-t-3f+r> = cos 2(ci.+y), 
a sin ( c{-1 ) \ 1 
= sin 3 d.. L 1-r acos:a (ci.+r )-2cos2 (ci.+-y) -r acos (~.;-r-ry)J 
As cos(ci.t~i"I) = cos 120°= -1/2. 
a s in(ol-)') r 
= sin 3o< Ll-t2·cos 120° = O ••• RX = PR. 





1 (b, ) 
Table Calculating the Number of Triangles 
Remaining. 
l(b,) or (a,a,bj) 
1 ( c I ) {a I a I c. ) 
Eliminated by Th.5. 
If 
2(b,) Eliminated by Th.5. 
2( c, ) " 
2(a~) " 
2(b~) 
2(a 3 ) 
2(03) 
2(d3) 
1 (b, ) l(o,) or (a,b,c,) Eliminated by Th.5,2. 
Theorem 4 eliminates exterior points. 
1 (a,_ ) 1 (b7l} 
1 ( a 3 ) 
l(o 3 ) 
1(d3} 
l(b~) 1(a3 ) 
1(03) 
l(d3) 
l(a3 } l { C 3 ) l(dJ 
1 ( c.3 ) l(d_:) 
Eliminated by Th5. 









l(b') l(aJ l(hl..) 
1(a3 ) 
1 { c"J ) 
l(d3) 
1 (b2.) l(a 3 ) 
1 ( c'3) 
1 (d'3 ) 





3( c, ) 
2( CI) Exterior points are eliminated by Th.4. 
l (CI ) 2(a,.) Eliminated by Th.5. 
2 (b,_) 
2(a3) 
2£c 1 ) 
2(d3) 
'1 ( c, ) l (al.) 1 (b2.) 
l (a 3 ) 
l(c)) 
l(dj) 
1 (b'l.) l(a 3 ) 










2 { aJ.) l~b~) Eliminated by Th.5. 




1 (a :t) 2(b:z.) Eliminated by Th.5. 
2(a 3 ) 
a(c 3 ) 
2(d3) 
l(a,_) l {bl.) 1(a3 ) 
l ( C 1 ) 
l(d3) 




) 1 (d3) 
S(b,.) Eliminated by Th.5. 
2(bl.) l(a3 ) 
1{ c.3) 
1(d:3) 
1(b1) 2(a 3 ) 2(c 3 ) 
2(d3) 
l (a3 ) l(c 3 ) l(d3) 
1 ( c 3 ) 1(d3) 
3(a3 ) 
2(a 3 ) l(c 3 ) 
1(d3) 
l(a 3 ) 2( C 3 ) 2(d3) 
l(c:) 1 (d3) 
3(c 3 ) 
l~d 3) 2 { C 3 ) 
1 ( c) ) 2 d ) 3 
3(d3) 
. the total number of types of triangles not • • 
eliminated is 76. 
Conclusion. 
Although we have seventy six types which have 
not been eliminated, without doubt, many of them 
can readily be proved non-equilateral by the various 
methods employed. 
It is our belief that only two triangles of 
·this number can be proved equilateral. 
We have proved that only one of the interior 
triangles can be equilateral. 
We have also proved the corresponding exter~or 
_,triangle equilateral. 
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